Validation of an automated method to quantify stress-induced ischemia and infarction in rest-stress myocardial perfusion SPECT.
Myocardial perfusion SPECT (MPS) is one of the frequently used methods for quantification of perfusion defects in patients with known or suspected coronary artery disease. This article describes open access software for automated quantification in MPS of stress-induced ischemia and infarction and provides phantom and in vivo validation. A total of 492 patients with known or suspected coronary artery disease underwent both stress and rest MPS. The proposed perfusion analysis algorithm (Segment) was trained in 140 patients and validated in the remaining 352 patients using visual scoring in MPS by an expert reader as reference standard. Furthermore, validation was performed with simulated perfusion defects in an anthropomorphic computer model. Total perfusion deficit (TPD, range 0-100), including both extent and severity of the perfusion defect, was used as the global measurement of the perfusion defects. Mean bias ± SD between TPD by Segment and the simulated TPD was 3.6 ± 3.8 (R(2) = 0.92). Mean bias ± SD between TPD by Segment and the visual scoring in the patients was 1.2 ± 2.9 (R (2)= 0.64) for stress-induced ischemia and -0.3 ± 3.1 (R(2) = 0.86) for infarction. The proposed algorithm can detect and quantify perfusion defects in MPS with good agreement to expert readers and to simulated values in a computer phantom.